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Abstract: This paper deals with a detailed outline on the design, 

analysis, response and control measures of steel transmission line 
towers for the past few years. Due to the technological boom there 
led a change in our current way of lifestyle which makes necessary 
for the electricity to be available for 24x7. As the transmission line 
towers are one of the essential life line structures in the 
distribution of power from the source to the various places for 
several purposes and stand forth as lifelines of humans by 
enlightening our daily lives, it is essential to create a damage free 
transmission tower since, it is not imaginable to lead the life with 
absence of such electric serving systems. This review paper shed 
light on various case studies that deals with the collapse of 
transmission line towers which are stimulated by the action of 
wind and earthquake loads along with the creation of three 
dimensional models using the software. In addition detailed 
response of towers at different seismic zones under various wind 
zones are also discussed. The response of the transmission line 
tower differs depending over several structural bracing 
configurations which are highlighted in here through the 
comparisons. This paper also indicates about the response of 
towers with the foundation at soil surface which is termed as 
pile-soil-structure dynamic interaction. The present study is the 
outline of various literature researches over the analysis of steel 
transmission line towers by using the FEM analysis. 

 
Keywords: Bracing Configurations, Control measures, FEM 

analysis, Seismic Response 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A steel transmission line tower is also known as steel 
pylon which acts a supporting unit for the overhead 
transmission lines that usually distributes electricity supply 
for the people all over the country. It is imperative to safely 
design the structure as it is required to withstand the load 
subjected due to various natural calamities. There are some 
kinds of transmission towers, depending over the angle 
incorporated such as A, B, C, D types towers since the towers 
cannot be erected always in a straight path and depending 
over the usage some of the special towers have been utilized . 
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They are river crossing tower, railway/highway crossing 
tower, transposition tower. Stability of these kinds of 
transmission line towers is very much important for the 
modern society as the failure of these kinds of system could 
lead to a drastic inconvenience which will result in significant 
economical and society impact. Apart from direct loss due to 
asset damage, post-disaster outages could cause huge indirect 
losses and severe consequences. Due to the high commercial 
and residential electricity consumption, high capacity and 
long span transmission line systems are widely used 
throughout the world. Such structural systems are susceptible 
to natural excitations, especially earthquake and wind load. 
Their stability and ultimate strength capacity are the primary 
concerns of researchers and engineers. Hence this paper 
addresses the seismic behaviour of steel transmission line 
tower with several bracing configurations subjected to 
dynamic loads such as wind and earthquake loads. 

 
Fig 1. Steel Transmission Line Tower 

II. LOADING OF TRANSMISSION TOWER 

In order to design a safer and durable transmission line 
towers the loads to be considered are as follows. 

A. Dead load 

Dead load of the tower system is determined from the 
summation of its self weight of the system along with the 
considerations of attachments provided in the line system 
such as conductors and ground wires. 

B. Wind load 

Wind load is one of the primary live loads acting on the 
structure. It is determined from the deliberation of the Indian 
Standard IS 875 in which these types of loads are transformed 
into static loads by considering the factors such as terrain 
category, topographical features 
and wind direction.  
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C. Accidental load 

Accidental load is also one of the major loads that to 
be measured while designing a transmission tower system as 
it acts upon the structure in an uneven manner. For example, 
the load caused due to the failure of ground wires.  

D. Other load 

Other loads are the one that includes loads caused 
under the stroke of natural disasters such as earthquake loads 
or construction and maintenance loads.  

III. TYPES OF BRACING CONFIGURATION 

While designing a transmission tower system after 
the verification of geometry criteria such as height and width 
of the tower, it is mandatory to decide over the system of 
bracing to be incorporated. Some of the bracing systems that 
are opted in the design of steel transmission line towers are as 
follows. 

A. Single Web system 

This variety of web system is usually used in narrow 
based and portal type of tower. It comprises of a single 
diagonal or either diagonal and strut. This kind of system has 
a low level application in broad based towers at higher 
voltages and it is used up to the tower height of 30m. 

B. Warren Web system 

Warren web system is otherwise known as double 
web system. This system is made up of diagonal cross 
bracings in which shear is equally distributed between the 
two diagonals in order to permit the reversal of shear. This 
system is used for both large and smaller towers. 

C. Pratt  system 

This web system consists of diagonal cross bracings 
along with the one additional horizontal strut. In this type the 
compression is resisted by struts and the shear is entirely 
resisted by one diagonal in tension whereas other diagonal 
acts as a member. Usage of Pratt system at the two or three 
bottom panels and remaining tower with double web system 
is economical. 

D. Portal  system 

In the Portal system the diagonal is devised for both 
tension and compression and the struts are supported at mid 
length by diagonals. Hence this category of system is 
advantageous than that of Pratt system. It is most probably 
used for river crossing tower system. 

E. Diamond bracing system 

It is similar to that of the warren bracing system. In 
this type, horizontal members are designed as a redundant 
member who does not carry any primary load. 

F. Multiple bracing system 

Multiple bracing system is used at the situation 
where larger tower strength is necessary and when the 
member is required to be reduced in size. Hence it will be 
necessary to be providing larger number of bolt connection 
which will lead to increase in erection cost and fabrication. 

 
 

Fig 2. Types of Bracing Configurations 

IV. SEISMIC RESPONSES-REVIEW 

A. Srikanth L., Neelima Satyam D [1] studied about the 
transmission tower line system which consists of two 
towers spaced at 800m apart and 3.5m height each was 
dynamically analysed by considering the ground motion 
of 2001 Bhuj earthquake (India). In this, analysis is 
performed by considering all kinds of loads such as 
vertical, lateral and longitudinal loads. From the response 
spectrum analysis it was found that the maximum axial 
force is of about 1600 KN considering the breaking load 
combination in the leg members as these members are the 
crucial component which are mostly vulnerable to 
damage. From the study it is concluded that if the 
transmission tower is assumed to be located in the central 
span of equal distances between the adjacent towers then 
the axial force at the leg member could be reduced to 
522.382KN without considering the breaking load. 

B. Nur Hamizah Hamzah,Fathoni Usman, Mohd Yazee 
Mat Yatim [2] experimented about the Dynamic 
response of self-supported power transmission tower 
subjected to wind action and described about the 
behaviour of transmission tower subjected to wind action 
by considering the factors such as different level of height, 
wind speed and different angle of wind attack .Then the 
results have been compared with the linear static analysis 
to analyse the behaviour. In this the analysis has been 
carried out over a 275kV self-supported tower with 51.2m 
height and the section sizes vary from 45x45x5 to 
130x130x10 with 15 segments. While comparing the 
results it has been known that the displacement increases 
with increase in height, maximum wind speed action 
results in more displacement when considering basic 
wind speed and the displacement caused by the action of 
wind at an angle 450 is larger when compared with o0 and 
900. 

C. Yusuke Sato,Tomomi Ishikawa [3] examined the 
earthquake resistance capacity of the steel transmission 
tower. 
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In this the behaviour of steel transmission tower at the 
action of seismic load and wind load is studied by 
conducting large deformation and elasto-plastic analysis. 
For the analysis, the wind load with a design wind 
velocity 40m/s was considered and the earthquake 
parameters from Kobe earthquake, 1995 was considered. 
Based on the analysis, it is reported that the maximum 
displacement of the tower in seismic analysis was less 
than 0.6 times that of the wind response analysis and there 
was no buckling in the main leg members while compared 
to that of the wind response analysis. Hence from the 
results it has been suggested that earthquake resistance is 
larger than that of the wind resistance for the targeted 
tower. 

D. Y.M.Ghugal, U.S.Salunkhe [4] analysed three and four 
legged transmission tower and also conducted a  
comparative study has been carried out over two types of 
400kV double circuit steel transmission tower with a 
geometry criteria of square base and triangular base 
segments which was subjected to the wind load. From the 
analysis it has been reported that weight of the steel and 
required area could be reduced if three legged tower is 
used but the axial forces and the moment acting over the 
tower would be greater in the three legged tower while 
compared with the four legged double circuit 
transmission line tower. It was also noted that the 
displacement caused in the three legged tower was larger 
from the wind response analysis.  

E. Jonathan Z.Liang,Hong Hao [5] studied the 
performance of transmission tower under simulated 
ground motion,In order to investigate the reliability and 
safety of transmission towers a comparison has been 
carried out by considering the responses of transmission 
tower under damage limitation earthquake and rare 
earthquake. Two 275kV double circuit transmission 
towers with 35.2m and 71.2m height have been 
considered with a simulated input of acceleration time 
histories corresponding to 475 year return and 2475 year 
return for four sites around PMA. The result stated that 
the displacement caused due to the seismic loading is 
lesser than that of the design loads. 

F. Santhosh.D,Adarsh.J.A [6] analysed the behaviour of 
transmission linne towers through the Non-linear time 
history Analysis of transmission towers on sloped ground 
has been carried out for different height, bracing system 
and also with the provision of base isolators using 
SAP2000. From the analysis report it has been found out 
that the ability of tower to withstand the earthquake forces 
could be increased with the provision of non-linear rubber 
isolator and the provision of eccentric bracing system has 
greater effect than other two X and V bracings. Hence it 
has been concluded that this kind of transmission tower 
would be safer even in severe earthquake (Zone 5) which 
satisfies both serviceability and collapse criteria.  

G. Sourabh Rajoriya,K.K.Pathak,Vivekanand Vyas 
[7]experimented and analysed four legged square type 
transmission tower system with different height such as 
40m, 50m and 60m is considered and analysed for all 
seismic zones in order to determine the behaviour of 
transmission tower at several seismic zones. From the 
analysis report it has been notified that the 60m height 

transmission tower behaves critically than 40m and 50m 
height in the case of deflection, support reaction, moment 
and axial stress but in case of bending stress 50m height 
tower behaves critically than other two transmission 
towers.   

H. Chuncheng Liu, Long Mao,Chongyang Wang, 
Chuanming Zha [8] conducted  the seismic performance 
of transmission tower in consideration of 
pile-soil-structure dynamic interaction is researched 
through numerical simulation. In this 
pile-soil-transmission tower coupled system is 
established and by using the method of time history, the 
pile-soil- transmission tower system dynamic response 
under seismic load was calculated, and comparison with 
the results without considering interaction system is 
carried out. From the results it has been noted that after 
considering interaction of the system, the period of the 
structure have extended and the mode of the structure 
lagged. On soft sites, the relative increment of the 
maximum displacement at the top of the tower is 39.82%, 
respectively. Hence it is suggested that the 
pile-soil-structure dynamic interaction should be fully 
considered in design of transmission tower on soft sites 
and medium soft sites as on hard soil strata the dynamic 
interaction would be small. 

I. K.N.G.Nandhan & Thrinath Babu [9] experimented 
dynamic analysis of steel transmission towers through 
selecting the tower with a most suitable sectional type has 
been analysed with the consideration of electrical 
requirements such as spacing between conductors, cross 
section of conductor, Location of Ground wire based on 
Electricity Rule 77. While designing the tower column 
and bracing at the lower part has been assigned with 
higher angle section than the upper part of the tower. It 
has been noted that the behaviour of the member at 
windward side experiences larger tension force and the 
members at the leeward side experiences compression 
force. 

J. Siddu Karthick.C.S,G.V.Sowjanya [10] conducted a 
trial and compared the results of static and dynamic 
analysis  of a Single circuit transmission tower with a 
power of about 220kV has been analysed by using SAP 
2000.The main objective followed in this was to 
determine the natural frequency, base shear, fundamental 
time period, deflection and member forces for different 
kinds of bracing of the structure, in order to check the 
behaviour of structures under seismic zones under static 
and dynamic analysis. 9.  
 
When the wind Load is acted upon the structure with X 
and K type Bracing,  

K. it is noted that the occurrence of deflection at X types 
bracing is more when compared with the K type Bracing. 

L. Parashuram Hadimani, Sachin Kulkarni [11] 
experimented on Single circuit transmission tower with a 
power of about 220kV located at Bijapur district has been 
analysed by using Ansys Software and the behaviour of 
the structure is obtained through static analysis,  
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Modal analysis and response spectrum. In this it has been 
concluded that as the number of mode increases, the value of 
natural frequency gradually increases and also it has been 
noted that the for first three modes the value of natural 
frequency remains almost constant and it increases for higher 
modes. 
M. Devendra Rawat, Deepak Kumar, Deepali Yadav [12] 

examined the behaviour of Inverted pendulum system 
using Labview.As we know that the inverted pendulum is 
one among the unstable structure, hence the response of it 
is determined using the labview software which is and 
essential part of virtual instrumentation. With the 
response determined the inverted pendulum is modelled 
based on the state feedback controller and Linear 
Quadratic Regulator. In this it has been noted that 
observer based controller response obtained is similar to 
that of the state feedback closed loop response. 

 
FIG 3. STEP RESPONSE OF LQR FOR INVERTED 

PENDULUM SYSTEM WITH PRE COMPRESSION 
N.  Devendra Rawat, Deepak Kumar, Deepali Yadav 

[13] experimented with Swing up and Stabilization of 
cart- pendulum system under restricted cart length .In 
this the cart pendulum system is used to determine the 
response of swing up and stabilization of system with 
restricted cart length and restricted control force using 
the generalized energy control methods. Initially the 
pendulum is made to swing up continuously to gather 
energy and when the pendulum reaches the upright 
configuration, a stabilizing controller is activated around 
a linear zone about the upright configuration. But a 
major problem with this is, it is necessary to design 
suitable potential well and coefficient in the various 
control laws which could be obtained by intuition and 
iterations rather than from analytical perspectives. 

 
 

FIG 4. SET UP OF CART UP PENDULUM SYSTEM 
O. Wei-Hua Hu, Alvaro Cumha, Elsa Caetano, Filpe 

Magal hies, Carlos Moutinho [14] carried out a trial 
over the LabView Toolkits for output only modal 
identification and long term dynamic structural health 
monitoring. In this the development of computational 
tools for modal identification and long term dynamic 
monitoring in labView environment is carried out on 
Pinhio bridge and Coimbra footbridge. The development 
includes structural Modal Identification (SMI) and 
Continuous Monitoring (CSMI) for determining 
maximum vibration amplitudes and makes statistical 
treatments of acceleration time series based on automated 
EFDD technique. In this regular monitoring of the 
structure has been carried out to identify the natural 
frequencies and modal damping ratios. 

 
FIG 5. TYPICAL SINGULAR VALUE SPECTRA 

P. Rune Brincker,Pale Anderson,Niels-Jorhan Jacobsen 
[15] experimented on Automated Frequency Domain 
Decomposition for Operational Modal 
Analysis.Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD) 
technique is one of the most user friendly and powerful 
techniques for operational modal analysis of structures. 
But it requires classical implementation of technique 
along with the user interaction. Hence, the development 
of algorithm for Automated Frequency Domain 
Decomposition is developed where no user interaction is 
required. This kind of algorithm can be used to determine 
default estimate of modal parameters in commercial 
software for operational modal analysis of the structures 
such as structural health monitoring. 

 
Q. Derek G.Goring, Vladimir I.Nikora [16] developed 

Despiking Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter Data .In this in 
order to determine the frequency components several 
different techniques have been incorporated for detecting 
and replacing Spikes in ADV data sequences. Among the 
techniques it is observed that the most suitable method for 
determining the spikes is Phase Space thresholding 
method since other methods requires acceleration 
criterion which usually suffers from ambiguity in what 
thresholds to choose and the it is required select different 
thresholds for different records. 
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FIG 6. PHASE-SPACE MODEL 

R. Chandan Kumar, Santosh Lal, Nilanjan Patra, 
Kaushik Halder, Motahar Reza [17] examined Optimal 
Controller design for inverted pendulum system based on 
lQR System.Control angle of the pendulum and position 
of the cart is modelled for inverted pendulum system. 
This is established through the design of optimal 
controller with the help of Jacobian Linearization 
technique. From this it has been noted that the controller 
proposed has the ability to meet the given specific 
performance while minimizing the cost function 
efficiently. Through the response determination control 
approach shows good stability performance along with 
the presence of disturbance 

 
FIG 7. STEP RESPONSE OF INVERTED PENDULUM 

SYSTEM 
S. Salami Ifedapo Adullahi,Nurul Arfah Che 

Mustapha,Mohamed Hadi Habaebi, Md.Rafiqul 
Islam [18] developed an Accelerometer Based Structural 
Health Monitoring Based on Go: Developing Monitoring 
Systems with NI LabView.SHM is a exceptionally 
critical assessment of part of expansion of infrastructure 
whether buildings or bridges. Previous work on SHM 
have not primarily dealt with transmission of information 
attained from SHM systems, which is an essential part of 
early warning system to reduce avoidable disaster. As 
information dissemination serves as a critical part of 
SHM system, hence the simulation and experiment 
carried out in this study has shown that vibrational 
analysis of structures can be very advantageous when it is 
equipped in the planning of a project. SHM can help in 
maintenance of building and structures as well as making 
the process of management of structures automated. The 
PSpice simulation showed the effect of verifying the 
theory before setting up practical experiment. The 
performance of ADXL335 accelerometer was tested in 
this investigation and the result attained showed that 
vibration measurement with the use of accelerometer is 

effective for SHM. Furthermore, LabVIEW software was 
used as an embedded software via Arduino IDE to output 
accelerometer readings through graphical chart inside 
LabVIEW graphical user interface. A web service that 
enabled real-time monitoring of the accelerometer was 
also deployed which enabled smartphone to be able to 
receive data from the LabVIEW graphical user interface. 
This is an Internet of Things (IoT) application enabling 
SHM to be easily monitored and controlled anywhere the 
user might be.However, several other factors are still 
required to ascertain the capability of this experiment in 
real-life situation. 

 
FIG 8. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE 

T. Brinda Chanv, Sunil Bakhru, Vijay Mehta [19] 
examined Structural Health Monitoring System using IoT 
and Wireless Technologies. With mounting investments in 
civil infrastructure, people are facing gigantic problems 
related to rise in water content in the wall and aging of 
infrastructure. With observance of the above issues in mind, 
this framework is designed that will efficiently monitor the 
current state of buildings. Therefore, suitable actions can be 
taken in a time to evade accidents. This system helps 
government to issue early warning of any unwanted vital 
circumstance for resident based on cloud data. So that, they 
can take a legal action earlier before it collapses. 

 

 
FIG 9. GRAPH OF VIBRATION SENSOR 

U. Nadom Khalifa Mutlib, Shahrizan Bin 
Baharom,Ahmed El-Shafie,Mohd Zaki Nuawi [20] 
experimented Ultrasonic health monitoring in structural 
engineering: Buildings and Bridges. For the determination 
of strength of structural elements ultrasonic waves could be 
passed over it. Several kinds of waves could be used in 
health monitoring whereas the choice is based on the 
geometry of structure and sensor type used in the structure.  
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From this it has been noted that guided waves are highly 
effective in larger damage deduction even if certain 
geometric and acoustic constraints are present. Since 
concrete structures have larger cross section, guide waves are 
not suitable. In such cases, bulk waves could be preferred. 
The use of bulk waves in concrete structures is limited to 
small areas or distances because the heterogeneity of 
concrete causes the waves to decay rapidly. Rayleigh 
waves are more suitable for concrete because they are 
thickness independent and propagate for long distances 
with little attenuation. 

 
FIG 10. PROBES. 

V. CONCLUSION 

From the above literature review it has been concluded 
that 

1.    The most crucial component in the steel transmission 
tower which is subjected to failure is leg members 

2.     Usually the failure of tower system is caused due to 
the axial forces along with the consideration of 
breaking load combination. 

3.     The displacement caused due the action of wind at an 
angle 450 would be critical while comparing the others 
such as 00 and 900. 

4.    The displacement in the system increases with an 
increase in height of the system. 

5.    While comparing with the wind response analysis of 
the transmission tower the displacement and buckling 
caused will be greater than that earthquake response 
analysis. 

6.     Usage of base isolators and eccentric bracing in 
transmission tower will result in safer structure 
system even in a severe earthquake prone zone. 

7.    Erection of tower system in hard strata would be safer 
while comparing other two soil strata. 

8.    The members at Windward side are subjected to 
tension and members at leeward side are subjected to 
compression force.  

9.    The deflection at X types bracing is more when 
compared with the K type Bracing. 

10. For first three modes, the value of natural frequency 
remains constant and it increases for the higher 
modes. 

11. Due to recent advances in technology, IoT based 
implementation of structural monitoring could be 
determined. 

12. Among ultrasonic waves in determining of structure’s 

health, bulk and Rayleigh waves could be preferred. 
13. Labview software implementation could be carried 

out for monitoring health of the structure for a longer 
period of time.  

14. Control approach method over the structure shows 
good stability performance along with the presence of 
disturbance while comparing other methods. 
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